
Major indices showed mixed results this week on low relative volume. 
Historically, the holiday season consists of lower volume and minimal 
volatility. The real estate sector outperformed while the technology and 
healthcare sectors slowed down. There are multiple significant events 
coming next week, including the Federal Reserve meeting minutes and 
the December jobs data. 
 Bowser stocks (up 6.1% for the week) rallied largely due to 
strength from Insignia Systems (ISIG). Dividend stocks ARC Document 
Solutions (ARC) and MIND C.T.I. Ltd. (MNDO) also gained on slightly 
above-average volume. Additionally, TOMI Environmental Solutions 
(TOMZ) gave back some of its recent gains as COVID-19 sympathy movers 
pulled back as a whole. 

Bowser Notes
Insignia Systems (ISIG) had yet another huge week and recovered from its recent 
pullback. Its volatility is largely due to the low number of shares and high short interest, 
resulting in aggressive moves in both directions. There has not been any significant change in 
the company's underlying value to justify the increase in market value. 

 TOMI Environmental Solutions (TOMZ) wiped out its gains from the last three 
weeks as COVID-19 stocks pulled back as a whole. The stock has had trouble holding gains 
in the past and has cooled off since the analyst upgrade two weeks ago. In order to improve 
its lacking financial results, its Amazon sales need to gain traction and its large customers will 
need to continue reordering products. 

Company Headlines
• Monday: No significant headlines. 
•  Tuesday: Better Online Solutions' (BOSC) Supply Chain Division received 
additional orders for electronic components from a United Arab Emirates 
customer. 
• Wednesday: Retractable Technologies' (RVP) Board of Directors declared 
dividends to holders of its Series II Class B and Series III Class B Convertible 
Preferred Stock in the amounts of $39,050.00 and $39,495.10, respectively. 
WaveDancer (WAVD) published an Investor Information Memorandum to 
update the public on its major transformation. 
• Thursday: No significant headlines.
• Friday: No significant headlines. 
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Insider Activity
There were no insider transactions 
this week. 
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Upcoming Dates
Events to mark on your calendar:    

• Jan. 6: AEHR earnings. 
• Jan. 13: SOTK earnings. 
• Jan. 24:  ATGN earnings. 
• Feb. 3:  CTHR earnings. 
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